[retard] wrote:

“... first things first is I’m sure that the world is run by satanic people that do consist of Jews however don’t Jews belong to Satanism?? and aren’t there numerous references to Satan hidden everywhere in popular culture?”

A common thing that people ask when they come into the boards, is if those running the world are “Satanists”. Due to popular misconceptions, they think that because these people have sometimes adopted “Satanic” symbols [Pagan Symbols] that they are also “Satanists” or “Pagans”.

The reality is, that these people are only using these few stolen symbols, to make Satanism look like a threat, negative, and to cover up the main reality: They are all practicing Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

This usage of symbols in a confusing manner, is part of the greater agenda of attacking "Satan".

Jews belong only there: in Judaism. Even the hoax of Christianity that they exported on the ignorant masses, is just the story of a Judaic Rabbi, Jesus, and his arguments that he had about the Torah, with his fellow Racial Tribe. Jews also consider this the schizophrenic tale of one of their patriotic Jews, that really went out of control, and discarded it from their culture. But they exported this to Gentiles to deceive them and brainwash them to worship one Jew, which was of great benefit to their tribe.

As Rabbis imply, this would be the excrement of their own culture, which apparently, the "Goyim" actually deified. Rabbis make jokes on the goyim being "Christians", ie, those who have taken this hebrew hoax seriously. Christian is used as a term to denigrate them for believing in such a stupid hoax.

The above should be a reality if people simply opened their eyes. The church, is within the jurisdiction, symbols, and "faith" of "Jesus Christ". Jesus himself, as our knowledge shows, is nothing but a rip-off of many Pagan Gods, assembled together to create confusion in the masses. Inside this whole thing of literally
every christian and jewish thing that was ever conceived, some are still idiotic and tell themselves that these people are "Satanists".

This is because people who see the rotten program of xianity for what it is, try to blame everything to the devil to avoid facing reality for what all the followers of the jewish cult of "Christ" are, which is monsters, pedophiles, betrayers to all things but their mafia, and so on.

Freemasonic Lodges, the "Illuminati" and everything else have also been credited by disinformation agents, of being "Satanists". These organizations use core teachings that are based on using, reading, chanting and analyzing the Bible [Jewish manuscript]. Their meditations, are all based on their "Hebrew Kabbalah" [Jewish Spirituality], and in all these organizations, the main "Holy Texts" are texts of Jews, Rabbis, Christianity and so on.

What about the Taliban, ISIL and all these organizations of terror? All of these abide strongly by the Quran, Islam, and Islamic literature, all of which is again rooted in the "Abrahamic" [Jewish] theology and faith, being only a different branch.

To add insult to injury, many of these "people" that people are "accusing" of being "Satanists", are all racial jews, infiltrating Satan's side. Racial jews, by default, are this: a people that assembled itself, and created a false culture of theft by Gentile/Pagan elements to fight "Satan" with.

Satan in Hebrew means "Enemy". Their whole existence is based on wiping out Pagan Gods, cultures and knowledge.

A fast way to make this happen, is for them to adopt these symbols of their enemies, and use them for the worst portrayals possible. As any infiltrator would, to make Satanism appear like the most negative thing on earth.

The same thing they do for example with "Neo Nazis", or any other group they want to vilify. First, they infiltrate, and then, they character murder everything from the inside. This is called infiltration, and is a very common way of operation of jews for as long as they existed.

Now, some of those in power, have been Satanists, but those who have been truly allied with Father Satan, never did any of these depraved things. Most of the time, these real Satanists, would not even really admit this or present any of this. In a sense, they gave a positive name to Satan, which is exactly the contrary of
what jews did. These "Satanists" were adoptees of Satanic/Ancient faiths, and were people of the Gods.

Satan and our Demons have been really famous, and many prominent people in this world, have silently or even a little vocally followed Satan.

An example here, is the singer Dio, or Benjamin Franklin, or George Washington, or others. These people have spread positive messages behind the guise of the Satanic imagery, or promoted positive and uplifting social change away from the Abrahamic social confines.

You would also notice, that most of these people, never really did anything negative or deprived.

In fact, many were loved by the masses worldwide, and spread only positivity through this using of Satanic imagery.

Jews do exactly the opposite. They just adopt the same symbols to put the blame for their jewish crimes, on Satan.

A living example that doesn't get more blatant here, is "Madonna". This jewish Kabbalistic witch, that practiced Judaism and Judaic Kabbalah for basically all her life, made sure in many of her video clips to include a lot of "Satanic" imagery.

The foolish Christians who have no knowledge, seen these and blamed Madonna of being a "Satanist". However, Madonna is nothing else, but a Jewish Talmudic witch. Madonna is the most frequent Kabbalah School visiting student in Israel, she is a Messianic Jew, and so on. She has definitely sworn her life in this war against the "Ha-Satan", or the enemy of the Jewish people.

Madonna, in itself, means "Holy Mary". The hoax-based mother of "Jesus", was called "Madonna". She is also a mother for Judaism and has pioneered many things, like the jewish rabbi Christ's rebel mother, the "Holy Mary".

At the same rate, the jews knew this would make many ignorant people running to Christianity. As the jews have created Christianity to program and deceive the Goyim through it, this was a perfect thing they could do. This reassures:

1. Satanism [i.e. their enemies] is blamed for everything depraved they do.
2. Christianity is empowered by fearful fools who can't see the plot.
3. Judaism, while in plain goddamn sight, remains "hidden" and Satan takes the blame.

On a higher level this ensures:

1. The goyim pray against "Satan" from the deprived things they see, therefore, attacking the enemies of the Jews and weakening them. This allows jews to be more powerful in the world, since the Gentiles are deceived in attacking their VERY OWN GODS!
2. The lie of Christianity is perpetuated through fear and ignorance.
3. People think all the Pagan and Satanic symbols are "evil", and therefore, nobody looks into the faith of their ancestors anymore.

As a closing note, imagine this: If this hoax that "Satanists" do all this existed, how it would be? Jews do all this, and Judaism does all that.

And where jews would have been without this hoax? Probably destroyed a very long time ago, with Christianity and Islam not even existing.
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